**ZITS**

BY JERRY SCOTT AND JIM BORGMAN

AT LEAST CHAPERONING IS EASIER NOW.

DILBERT

BY SCOTT ADAMS

YOU MIGHT BE TRYING TO GASLIGHT ME RIGHT NOW.

I HOPE YOU PLUNGE TO YOUR DEATH IN A FREAK ELEVATOR ACCIDENT.

YOU MIGHT BE LYING ABOUT NOT CHANGING YOUR OPINION.

YOU MIGHT BE HALLUCINATING OR LYING OR JUST STUPID.

YOU MIGHT BE TRYING TO GASLIGHT ME RIGHT NOW.

I HOPE YOU PLUNGE TO YOUR DEATH IN A FREAK ELEVATOR ACCIDENT.

I'M GLAD WE CAN HAVE THESE HONEST TALKS.

ARE WE REALLY DEBATING WHICH ONE OF US IS A BETTER AUTHORITY ON MY OPINION?

NO, IT WAS DIFFERENT LAST WEEK.

AND YOU MIGHT BE HALLUCINATING OR LYING OR JUST STUPID.

YOU MIGHT BE TRYING TO GASLIGHT ME RIGHT NOW.

I HOPE YOU PLUNGE TO YOUR DEATH IN A FREAK ELEVATOR ACCIDENT.

I'M GLAD WE CAN HAVE THESE HONEST TALKS.

ARE WE REALLY DEBATING WHICH ONE OF US IS A BETTER AUTHORITY ON MY OPINION?

YOU MIGHT BE LYING ABOUT NOT CHANGING YOUR OPINION.

YOU MIGHT BE HALLUCINATING OR LYING OR JUST STUPID.

YOU MIGHT BE TRYING TO GASLIGHT ME RIGHT NOW.

I HOPE YOU PLUNGE TO YOUR DEATH IN A FREAK ELEVATOR ACCIDENT.

I'M GLAD WE CAN HAVE THESE HONEST TALKS.

ARE WE REALLY DEBATING WHICH ONE OF US IS A BETTER AUTHORITY ON MY OPINION?

YOU MIGHT BE LYING ABOUT NOT CHANGING YOUR OPINION.

YOU MIGHT BE HALLUCINATING OR LYING OR JUST STUPID.

YOU MIGHT BE TRYING TO GASLIGHT ME RIGHT NOW.

I HOPE YOU PLUNGE TO YOUR DEATH IN A FREAK ELEVATOR ACCIDENT.

I'M GLAD WE CAN HAVE THESE HONEST TALKS.

ARE WE REALLY DEBATING WHICH ONE OF US IS A BETTER AUTHORITY ON MY OPINION?

YOU MIGHT BE LYING ABOUT NOT CHANGING YOUR OPINION.

YOU MIGHT BE HALLUCINATING OR LYING OR JUST STUPID.

YOU MIGHT BE TRYING TO GASLIGHT ME RIGHT NOW.

I HOPE YOU PLUNGE TO YOUR DEATH IN A FREAK ELEVATOR ACCIDENT.

I'M GLAD WE CAN HAVE THESE HONEST TALKS.

ARE WE REALLY DEBATING WHICH ONE OF US IS A BETTER AUTHORITY ON MY OPINION?

YOU MIGHT BE LYING ABOUT NOT CHANGING YOUR OPINION.

YOU MIGHT BE HALLUCINATING OR LYING OR JUST STUPID.

YOU MIGHT BE TRYING TO GASLIGHT ME RIGHT NOW.

I HOPE YOU PLUNGE TO YOUR DEATH IN A FREAK ELEVATOR ACCIDENT.

I'M GLAD WE CAN HAVE THESE HONEST TALKS.

ARE WE REALLY DEBATING WHICH ONE OF US IS A BETTER AUTHORITY ON MY OPINION?

YOU MIGHT BE LYING ABOUT NOT CHANGING YOUR OPINION.

YOU MIGHT BE HALLUCINATING OR LYING OR JUST STUPID.

YOU MIGHT BE TRYING TO GASLIGHT ME RIGHT NOW.

I HOPE YOU PLUNGE TO YOUR DEATH IN A FREAK ELEVATOR ACCIDENT.

I'M GLAD WE CAN HAVE THESE HONEST TALKS.

ARE WE REALLY DEBATING WHICH ONE OF US IS A BETTER AUTHORITY ON MY OPINION?

YOU MIGHT BE LYING ABOUT NOT CHANGING YOUR OPINION.

YOU MIGHT BE HALLUCINATING OR LYING OR JUST STUPID.

YOU MIGHT BE TRYING TO GASLIGHT ME RIGHT NOW.

I HOPE YOU PLUNGE TO YOUR DEATH IN A FREAK ELEVATOR ACCIDENT.

I'M GLAD WE CAN HAVE THESE HONEST TALKS.

ARE WE REALLY DEBATING WHICH ONE OF US IS A BETTER AUTHORITY ON MY OPINION?

YOU MIGHT BE LYING ABOUT NOT CHANGING YOUR OPINION.

YOU MIGHT BE HALLUCINATING OR LYING OR JUST STUPID.

YOU MIGHT BE TRYING TO GASLIGHT ME RIGHT NOW.

I HOPE YOU PLUNGE TO YOUR DEATH IN A FREAK ELEVATOR ACCIDENT.

I'M GLAD WE CAN HAVE THESE HONEST TALKS.

ARE WE REALLY DEBATING WHICH ONE OF US IS A BETTER AUTHORITY ON MY OPINION?
THE OTHER COAST

MY HAROLD IS A SUPER SUCCESSFUL HUNTER. HE NEVER COMES BACK TO THE NEST EMPTY-CLAWED.

SALMON, TROUT, RABBITS, MICE, GROUNDHOGS... HECK, ONE TIME HE EVEN BROUGHT BACK A RACCOON! 'COURSE, ALL THAT GAME CREATES QUITE A LOT OF AFTER-DINNER DEBRIS THAT HAS TO BE TOSSED OUT OF THE NEST.

DOES WHAT YOUR EDDY BRINGS BACK CREATE A LOT OF DEBRIS?

Indeed, it does.

BABY BLUES

BY RICK KIRKMAN & JERRY SCOTT

CRUNCH!
CRUNCH!

STOP IT, WREN!

PLEASE!

LEAVE MY STUFF ALONE!

SCRIBBLE!
SCRIBBLE!
SCRIBBLE!

DON'T!!!

MOM! MAKE WREN GIVE MY PENCIL BACK!!!!

SNATCH!

WREN, THAT'S ZOE'S PENCIL.

WAAAAAA!

YOU DIDN'T HAVE TO YELL AT HER.

BALDO

BY CANTÚ AND CASTELLANOS

SOMETIMES, SCHOOL IS EASY.

SOMETIMES, IT'S HARD.

SOMETIMES, IT'S FUN!

SOMETIMES, IT'S BORING.

SOMETIMES IT'S COOL.

SOMETIMES IT'S TOTALLY ANNOYING!

WHO COULD ASK FOR ANYTHING MORE?
CARPE DIEM

BY NIKLAS ERIKSSON

INDOORS, YOUR PHONES CAN'T HELP YOU WITH MAPS - YOU'RE UNDER MY CONTROL. WHOAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAHAANYWAY, YOU'RE HERE.


PARDON MY PLANET

BY VIC LEE

LEARNER'S PERMITS TO KILL

SO NEXT YEAR I GET MY LICENSE, RIGHT?

JAMES BOND AT 15
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THE ARGYLE SWEATER

BY SCOTT HILBURN

I'M PRETTY SURE IGOR WINS THIS, JIM.

WHY DO YOU SAY THAT?

JUST A HUNCH.

QUASI MOTOCROSS
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SPEED BUMP

BY DAVE COVERLY

OH, I LIVE NEXT DOOR—ACTING CUTE TO GET THE NEIGHBOR’S TREATS IS JUST A SIDE HUSTLE.

STRAIGHT BREW

BY JERI DELGADO

UH, NO, I DIDN’T TURN OFF THE COFFEE MAKER I THOUGHT I ASKED YOU TO TURN OFF THE COFFEE MAKER.

FRAZZ

BY JEF MALLET

TREDUCHEISE.

LONGUE WAY TO GO FOR A WORD GAG.
Stars and Stripes is considering changes to its Sunday Comics lineup, and we want your help. Let us know which strips you like (or don’t like), as well as comics you might like to see in the future.

Email us at comics@stripes.com to let us know what you think.
FORT KNOX

WHAT ARE YOUR PLANS FOR LABOR DAY, BETTY?

I'M HELPING MY PARENTS CLEAN THE YARD.

WHY WOULD YOU DO THAT??

WHY WOULDN'T I??

BECAUSE LABOR PAY IS ALL ABOUT DOING NOTHING!

WELL, I THOUGHT IT WOULD BE NICE TO HELP THEM.

ESPECIALLY SINCE THEY WORK SO HARD TO MAKE SURE I HAVE A GOOD LIFE.

WOW... THAT REALLY PUTS THINGS IN PERSPECTIVE...

SO ARE YOU GOING TO HELP YOUR PARENTS?

NO, MY STOCKBROKER.

BY PAUL JON

JUMP START

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SERVICE!

YOU'RE WELCOME!

IT'S NOT EASY BEING A POLICE OFFICER NOWAYS, I WOULD IMAGINE.

YOU'RE ON BICYCLES NOW?

HE IS. I'M ON FOOT.

THE DEPARTMENT IS CHANGING!

AREN'T YOU GOING TO THANK THESE OFFICERS FOR THEIR SERVICE?!

MOM!

BY ROBB ARMSTRONG

PRICKLY CITY

OK... WHAT'S SECOND ON YOUR LIST OF POST-COVID JOBS YOU WANT, WINSLOW?...

BY SCOTT STANTIS